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Abstract

We review the technique of calculation of operator

expansion coefficient». The main eaiphaois is put on gluon

operators which appear In expansion of n-point fuseclone

ia&xoed by colourleaa ouark currents. Two convenient аспевев

are diecuaaed la detail* the abstract operator method and

'the aethod baaed on the lock-Schwinger gauge for the vacuum

gluon field. We coneider a large nxnber of iostructive esaaplee

important froK the point of view of physical uppllcatione.
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дивоотстют
The method of dCD SUB rules, originally proposed in works

L i , has been intensely developing over the last three-four

years (see, for in>tance,i> -Jand a short review^^yaxA has become

now one of the aost effective tools for determining the p*raae-

ters of low-lying hadronic states. Leaving aside theoretical

aspects, discussed in great detail in ref.L^Jwe notice only

that the basis of the method is a hypothesis of existence of

violent vacuum fields - quark and gluon - wuich go beyond the

framework of perturbation theory. Valence quarks (gluoae) injec-

teC in the vacuum by electromagnetic or another external current

hare to develop not in the eapty space but in a vacuum medium.

In a certain way we find a dom-'ia of intermediate Й va-

lues - the so called fiducial domain - inside which, on one

hand, correlation functions of colourless currents are calcu-

lable by expansion in ($pi)v*c /<\, ( (^v^v**

stands for the characteristic vacuum field) and, on the &th«r

hand, the same correlation functions are saturated by the low-

est hadronic states with appropriate quantum numbers to a good

accuracy. Thus, the structure ot the exact QCD vacuum is not

explained but, rather, parametrized, and the vacuum gluon field

is treated as a given external field (weak and randomly ori«

Til'-
 JTil

In the original works'-
 J
coeffie?-*nte in front of gluon

operators hare been determined by virtue of the standard tech-

nique appealing to the Peynman diagraas. Soon it becaae clear,

howrrer, that this way of: the calculation iu extreaely

vinient in gauge theories since, in order 'ba g»t th» final
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• gaog* invariant aaawar о м ha* to deal with a large auaber of

.- lateeaedlate gauge aoa-iararlaat quantities cancelling ••cb other

>:, at tha ead.

| *he aaount of probleM solved within the sua nil* approach

f Ъм ОМА growing rapidly, «ad practical aaada bare required а

| mm Mtbod which would «аним «we* inrariance of tbt &Ъхоп оре-

i rators appoarlae i » tha aapaaalon firoi tba тату bagioeiae*

• To this end two related tut sot Identical computational ache-
j

' oaa Ъям baas propoaad. historically tha first «as tha Mtbod ex-

: tandlag Sctelagar^a operator appieachL
4
 ito aoaabelian theories.

»a widely ««ad this foraaliaa in appllcatiosaf aoae of Its «la-

•enta are praaented in«- -». Aaotbar procedural irapraaents actual-

ly a branch of the abatvect operator eethod. It coacrrtixea one

of its aspects - aeaely, it exploita tha so called lock-fichwlnger

tsaaga for «xteraa.l sluon ̂ leldv*
4
J. Advmztagea it elrea la coa-

I struetiag i-Ъв operator expansion in ЯР» are well-known (e.g,L
e
'

8
J)

<ок1 there is no aacd to recall the» her». Botice that the «ftera-

: tor Schwlnger technique works aot less (und often era» aore)

\ effectively thaa the technique expXoiti^e the »o3k-Sch«i»ear

; «ailge. la general, both approaches nicely e-jpplemat each other

la applicutioaa* Soaetiaea oae at thea turns out to Ы аяге

; ceBYeaieat while ia oiaer probleaa it is better to use the «se-

cond aetbed, W fail that exposition of these aethods in &

team especially suited for ftCO will be helpful for theorlsta

! stuiyiac the SUB rule •аргемса «ad, prebubly» evaa for a wider

l audleace*

I Preaeattttioa of aoae "favorite'' results is aot the ail* of
[ this revlev, at leas* aot the M i a aia. the bulk of the aute-
f • • • • ' . . •

| rial la of pedagogical character аЫ ia arrttaged ia two cbap-

! tax». She first oae is devoted to the ubatruct operator as-
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X thod. W» concentrate bar* on • single exaeple nicaly illuatrat-

i v lag all basic elements and devices «bleb *• use over aeveral

д years* fht exsxciee w* dwell as is the calculation of deterai-

neat ^*^ И itytYp -*И1 fwr baavr qmriM. Afloth»r пара for

the ш quantity Is the affaotlT» lagrencJU». Q.CD analogue ot

th« Heiaanbarc-Bolar

Tha azpanaloa tor tH» haa-vy qu..rk loop ia constructed lit

::,
4
 the for* of a sariea in ^Mi/^ *Л**Г9 ($^Я atanda for

the atiength tenaor of tbe externsl e^uon fi*14 and a ia the

quark m a a . 1* find coefficient» of all gluon operators of di-

nenaieA 4,6 and 8.

\ Oie aecond chapter repreaenta a detailed diacuaaion of the

variant baaed on the apecial choice of tha «luon field aauge

(the ?ock-3chwinger e^osa). Chousing a few topical exaenlea we

try to explain How one can •letermine the operator espanaion co«»-

| ffioiertJ in Tsrioua case». If the reader will ш-iter the material

he/she will caaily reproduce all particular results encountered

in original works*

: Before proceeding to the revie* of technical aspects let

us recall the general forsrulstion of iu» pro'rlea* lor large

eudidean momenta appoint Green functions induced Ъу colourless

currents are essential?/ determined t>y agyaiptotic frsedosi for~

L aulae. Bon-pcrturbative vacuum fluctuation» «on; feet tbeaeei-

vea ae power corrections to these foroulae. She concrete struc-

ture of vacuum fields is ineeaential - everything is fixed by

average vacuum characteristics sash as quark sad gluon conden-

sates



Tact nd tug into analyaia a few fleet correction* «e ootaia

approximate predictions for parameters of low-lying resonances.

Since «• do sot espials the vacmn structure, but only pera-

eetrize corrMpondiag •tfc1a9 tb* пеша fi«l<U play

of «zt«xMl fi«; 1». Hum -a» jnroblt» reduces -to the

Soa» oolourlcas eurrenta ar* civan, «ad <m* has to calculate

OroMi fu&etioae la «xtezaal (luon or quark fields

tbet tii* field i* we^. By «svyiac ***** fi*ldw w*

that it» «««»«• iatenaity is sasllor tfaea tb« characteristic

шжевсош valu* so ts*t the о«рвв«1#а ia «о««г series is sessiUe.

Strict foxiMlixatioa of tiw «hole proeedvre i s achieved

within th* fAaitwiik of ¥ilsott*s operator •xpmamUm. (OP£)L9L
Consider» for iastaace^ the ordered f prodMOt of vector oerreats

«faerc

ia Ше theory with, м slajle aaasleee quark q • Vor large

-q
2
) «he pasoduct T 1 L/i^ jy(«) j ess be expanded in

^
х
* ) «»d the two»po.tnt function П ^ (\) takes

the foi»

sheri 0fc are local exag* lawariaat operators, for instance, 1,

АЧ* GjbG** * •••• Mbil* C& stand for the corresponding

ooefficiant functions, fhe -пмшш netrix elenents



average vacua* characteristics aad ar* equal, Ъу an order of

mgnitude, to AC * . Here yu is a typical hadronic sees

(a few hundred MeV)
t
 and cL denotes the normal dimension at ope-

Г rator 0 (logarithmic factors associated with the anomalous di-

»; mensions are neglected). It is evident that the n-th term cf

^ the series for П м * reduces to canst ()*/Q\ * and for Q »)>.'•

one can keep only a few first terse.

Since Wilson*з expansion is an operator equality we can

: sendwish it between any in- and out- states. Zn particular, taking

one-quark state we get the diagram of fig.l which fixes the

coefficient ot qq operator. Shis siaple recipe is applicable,

ia principle, in all cases, but as was already mentioned, it is

practically ineffective, especially for gltum operators, lore

adequate methods are presented below in this review*

One last remark conceiving Wilson'a expansion. It is strict-

t ly proven in perturbation theory i r ^ i and can Le extended to

i, include nom-perturbatire effects!.* J. Its status in QCD Is dis-

cussed in detail in ref.L J. Jotice that we use ЯИзов'з ex-

: paaeioii 2S2JL^^ MQ*ent'^" space for- large Q» In the literature

I oae can also encocmtu with another version referring to the

• coordinate space. Being superficially identical. these two ior~

, mulations are actually not quite equivalent. Indeed, say, the

t
 small X expsmaion of T { L M i*^/ coataiss, among

other terms, the operator u ( e ) \«/O) entering with the

unit coefficient

In nomentum space this would correspond tt a delta



f;! V (fl ^ "~ « \"j/ , 2hus, we ireuld be dealing with a domain of

| small q . In such a situation one can expect earn* subtleties

>• and they indeed are there. A few recent works (see, e.g, L13J)

Г investigating OPE in various simple models with non-perturbatire

I effects question its validity but all -violations revealed there

; refer just to terms whose coefficients are proportional to & /f)

or derivatives of the delta function (in coordi-iate space

k-o £ .. ). Ae tor

at large Q 2) terms of Wilson1* expansion, they correctly give

the true asymptotic behaviour of Green functions - this fact is

indubitable! fJ. Within the sun rule method we are never inte-

rested in terms with delte-llke contributions, although the

question deserves, in principle, further investigation*

CHAPTER I. OPKBATOB SCHWIVGKR METHOD

l+\mS1t&Tbp\fr Eletents of *f»a Method» Outliaijy; th» Tfroblea

СЗюзед аз an Example

Quite often in QCD there arises a necessity in calculating

the determinant of the Mrac operator •&€-£ ft'c2>/»^"1*trt in
A *

an external non-«telian field Aj^ » Recall that

SD&b l i - ^ i ) ^ . "" **• I enters «a a pre-exponential factor

lM til» Bcnv to тасоти transition ^ 0 \ 0 ' . У determining, in

Pftrtieular, « U Areen functions of the theory. Indeed, the

iwcttM-t*~mcismB Amplitude i s repreaentcble in the for» of

the fnmotiMMl integral
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(U)

onr diff«r«nt oonfigarBtifiBs of Toetor sad t

Sineo 1b» «xpoMot !• billaear ia т ом cam y*rf«xa

ion от»г 1Д* foxKLoli dosroo» oT tt—йал eowldeflae th« wctor
flold eoaficatatioft A^ (X,/ им в gi-ran «rtezwil field.

Siflft

tho lattvr •xpnmaio* ±ш «Tmbollo and roqnixce «zplanatiott. th»

op«z»tcr /Jr bae ff«Y*xml mtrrlx iaklle**: aaacly,

to •plsor «pac«t colour «pan» and coordinate apao*

«м» Sixae •atrlcf» are denoted ca итак! by Y^, while

( t / | / atcukt for fimcrstaa» of the eolonr «тоцр 1» JM
fttndaamkttvl repreaentafcieat $ la the пищТИц nmwiiiat

v '

Since x and; f art contlanrt» variables ttt* operator at

haad bae iirfiaJte naafiar of aatrix el«aeata# and in calcelat-
Ш* deitexiELnaat-eg thia mtrlx oae &a« to deal with iafl-
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nities of different sort» Jhey should be treated with cere. It

10 rather clear that essential part of divergences ie conneo-

ted «lth the determinant of the free Dirac operator {with во

external field). Sheee divergence* art trivial, and to set rid

of them we ehall always oonelder the ratio

(1.4)

However, the latter expression still contain* a residual loga-

rithmic divergence associated with quark-gluon ooupline coaetant

renomelization. (We «ball explain the assertion in йоге detail

below).

In order to regularise the ratio (1.4) in a gauge invari-

ant way we introduce an auxiliary fermion Pauli-ffillara field

which is quantized as a boson. The cong»letely regularised ex-

pression takes the form
 v

where X is the regulator mass.

Xros eq. (1.2) one sees that D determines an extra term, to

be added to the action of the vector field after integration

over the feraioa field,

&S,

i4ur-.au- •-i TV q.6)
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Here we use tb« well-kaowr. relation

и
С* /- I o\H*

It ©hall calculate A p expanding in powers of

o
 assuvLag that the field strength tensor (9м J is nwoh less

than the feralon m a s squared. It is important that for large

masses tbe feniea loop st hand is detexmi*ed bj short distances,

of order a"
1
 , and so the effectire action is representable la

the fora of a series la local operators

(1.7)

She dots here etana for Пае tore» of aezt orders ±л

while the coefficieate Q. are m»3ricel oooe-vants. The term

regulator aase ^*^ n « /lM has the structure

Identical to that of original action of the glttan field Д м

the sim of these two terns is equal to

?roa renoraalitabilitj of the theory it Is clear «hat coabination

Ion in square brackets xnst reduce to the reaonalieed charge,

• Ноге strictly, slac« we are coasideria; here

only the ferotLou loop, coefficient C^ should correspond to

oharge reaormlisation asscclated with «oe ferscLon flaTour.

Bins, renoraalisabillty of th* theory fixes the value of C^
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(1.8)

<3*ff
c
 is the gluon contribution to the charge normalization for

the gaugd group SU(B
C
). Ъ

{
 is the nimber of flavours, in our

case I
f
 = 1).

In order to find other coefficients in eq,(1.7) it is con-

venient to consider the derivative of й S over the fermion

mass

Г < i 1

l

Quantity y'd'/dnt/j Д ^ is sinplj interpreted in the lan-

guage of the Peynaan diagrams. One can easily recognize in it a

feraion loop with a unit vertex in external field (fig.2). In-

deed, in the coordinate representation

which just corresponds to the graph of fig.2.

Here G
A
(x,y) la the fermion Green function in exterual
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«.•Id, rTRL+c штат «ho «no* ор«г*«.вв with rMfwt to

•pi» (Xoroas) and oolovr ladioaat j x > i» • «tato vootor

rtl«ii«a In

С* i» tho femora-tor of the colour group (for tko

i s the ftimli—!•! repiooenta-feio» cf 39(3)* mtrieoa "*

doe» to 13M

• т. I

oq.Cl.10) wo exploit t«o fact Htmt the tcaeo of «ny odd

of У MtricM w i i i i M .

Ям tar» -fi^A eoCTOopand» to istomctio» of 19м *ка&ож

•aoVHle «oaemt wifii oztonal field Cfy*9 • 3£aoo «o «oold

lik» «o find 4 ? aa a aoxlos la <$«« wo «ball «qpasd ..

eq.(1.10) frooj th» wry bejiwiiBC 1» CCJ , IJiom we arrive "
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at the following

ft* term of the first order in <Г<9 drops out alace Its

tree* ortr the Lorents indices vanishes.

l*t ns eaphasice that 13» Q^* dependence ia present

not only 1я Ъ*ет with Magnetic anasnt out, iaplicitly
#
 also In

tb« scalar operator Г • la pertieuler, toe first bracket

л*о

repr—eate actUAlIy a sealer loop 1л. external field and givea

an effeotiTe action of the aealar partlol»,

V» shall <**sM(kStrat* hov за* «ев construct the correspond-

ing «sponsion op to t*ra* of the fourth order iu Q^-9 •» Sa*

result was qt»t«d prrrioualy la ref.L^J. ( № a detailed dis-

cttsslon see ref • L
1 5
J). Jn pripeiole* it can b* also extracted

fro* the x'eoent oalculatioas &*loased «a other principles *' .

tar ene bee*? fersdon the result looks a» follows

s>*a earlier woxkl
17
Jcuetaias aa erroneous exareesioa for the

evMo ooatri*«tieB to Л » W f вЪгэотег, ttae aetbod applied ic
ref.t? does sot «How ол*~-

г
 to find the goartie ccstrib-ition.
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1

Her* 4^J *

avoid confusion coratutatora 'azLticomunatators) are supplied with

subscripts -(+)» We keep trace over the colour indices ( "*c )

in the final expression faring in atnd that in euch a for» the

result is valid for any gauge group.

1,2. Determinant of the Klein-Gordon Operator

In this Section we dwell on the calculation of the deter-

ajjsant of the KLe.tn-Gordan oper&tor, or, more exactly, its

logarithn

Shis quantity is ̂ tideutly interesting bj itself. Besides that,

as we shall see ±n the next-Section, it essentially fixes the

dbterainant of the Dirac operator.

In the language of the Реуплюп dibgrams the cffectJ.re

action (1.12} is represeniable in the fora of an infinite SUB

- a loop of scalar particle with emission of two,three, e*c.

gluone. Дя пав mentioned, it is core convsniont to calculate

the derivative (tt/ifbl
2
-) &**Щ

 t h a n tIie е Я > а с
*

1 у
°

itself. We will oonsider ^for the scalar г article)
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C.VJ)

this quantity corresponds to the same series of graphs with in-

sertion of the unit vertex la all possible ways.

At first sight It is not qui*e clear how one с*л work with

each objects as traces of iaf 1i»ite-dimenalonal ша tries. Vow by

Virtue of a certain trick we get a few relations for traces in

the J*ar.ctiacal space which allow one to find, with soiie patience,

all tense in expansion of P in ^ M V - She systematic way of

deriving these relations is surprisingly siaple. It is suffici-

ent to notice that eq.(1.13) does not change under the shift of

by arbitrary rector q . Indeed,

_iq X A

Here к. < generates shifts in the nomntua space, A. is

tb* ooordlnete operator, fhen derirlng eq.(1.14) it was iag>or-

tant that the original expression is regularized and, therefore,

is well defined. This relation if equivalent to the fact that

in oosrergent integrals over infinite space one can arbitrari-

ly shift integration variables,

low the next step reduces to expansion of the right-hand

•ide of eq.Cl.14) 1» q assuming q to be snail. One can

easily convince eaeself that the expansion coefficients are

expressed in tens ef traces of operators of the Cein-Gorden
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tjpe. Recall, however, that we start txem «xpresaion which is

q-iadependent at all. Shis мала that the coefficient la front

of any given power of q should vanish ideaticaJJL/. As a result,

there eaer<>ea an inffulte aet of relations sonaeetixtg traeas ot

•i-nf{-m,-i't*-^1
n
w
i
-
l
<m

m
l operator* with each other.

* Let us obtain the siaplest of these relations, 2o this ssd

wa average щ,Ц.Х$) опт direction cf the 4-vector q and con-

sidar the coefficient of q
2
 . As was e^lain«d, it should vanish*

In the foraal lanfoage the oorrespondlag equality looks as fol-

lows:

low, «sing the ebvious relations

1 *> ^ 1 Ф
г

- 7TZ—TTTj^ "f

1 Г?
г
 pi _£

li

1 we f laally
I
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Ittttsr r^latiOB occupies the central place in our calculat-

* Indeed, if the trtcmal field ezpaxei<m Tor eq,(1.15) ie

ccnetructed it can b« iantdiatelj rewritten in tezas of expaasion

for ^^Lr/ • °* *b* other bamd, eq.(2.15) hae as ешякше ndvaa-

tag* erer the original cxp~e*eion (1*14) - it conteiaa coiemta-

tors from the тегу beginning; in other WOJ?«S, the right-hand aide

1B proportional to GMIP Gm* and higher powers of the external

field, so that calculation vp to terse (?[G ) ie practically

finished. Sujcesaire uee of the trick outlined abore allows ель

to extract tea» Oft*) , (?(G V , •*<>.
Let us proceed now to technical details. We start with the

term

She nn—iti tnr 1» the аи—га tor can Ъе laaediately rewritten in

terw of external f ie ld. Indeed,

I * - . . . - - • - • •

I In our f«x«ilatioa (o*e heeTjr quark flavour) extensal field haa

жо aovrcee, i.e. it ie aaeoaed that \.^^Q
m
tfi^^.

3S
^^9

eeM
" O



If we would like to liait ourselves by d
2
 terns ia I

fl
 there would

be practically so seed in further cosjputationa. She needed power

of Gii explicitly present ia I
Q
 and, therefore, wo can now neg-

lect nan~eoaBJutatiYity of the operator P. then the trace over

special variables is easily computable

Л » с

AS a result we get

Sowerer wbatif we want to aake the next step and find which

hifher-order terja* are actually denoted by dot» 2ж eq
v
(l«l6)?

So явке further atep we w the already known trick - shift of

Tariable 9 by a rector q in the quantity



«her» P(C) is arbitrary function of the field G. Concentrating

on the coefficient of q
2
 we get the following relation

(1.18)

(fbe first term in the right-hand side of eq.(1.18) hue appeared

free tbe regulator coatrilmtio» -~Тя f (^*-*»9
л
"]

г
* ^ / G ) }

which Bruet be added to eq. (1.17) in order to явке tbe «bole

expression convergent). Otfferuntiating eq.(1.18) with respect

to tiie quark ease one readily gets tbe trace of аду power

the final result for I
Q
 has the fore

T\ /

Xet n* consider ао-т the nei commutator
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The second tent in she Oaat equality can Ъ* oaitted since it ic

duce» only th» term of as order higher than G* , Indeed, the

•atrix elenent о

because of tbe tranelational Ijnmrlaitce, ess not depend ол х

explicitly. She x depextedence namm ealj throneb the field tt

and it» corariant deriTativee. 39» fir»t поа-тап1лМл2 ter»

ubich can «aerg. in < x \ C^*-»*w>*
ff
 5 ^ \at> ^ ^ Q * .

It, clearly, «1тев rtee to 0(<f
S
) contribution in 1

г
 which

is not discussed here* thus

Овсе sore psJCLog a shift of !? In tbe regularised expansion

«• «ids two units of diaewion 1» the field. Qeitttbg
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forward tut rather tedious arithmetics we quote here only the

answer

(1.80)

Calcalation of further commutators proceeds along the lines exp-

lained above. Omittire some inteiaediate elements we formulate

basic expressions which allow one to easily reconstruct the

whole derivation.

(1) Double coamtator

ь j

г ( («г * «-*£ + f ftp» ̂ c»lf-" f I*» * *wi!
(1.81)

(£) Triple coaautator

l» •qe..(1.81) - (1.84) Ifitegretioa over 4 x Is ieplled
(ef. eq. (1.20)) but cot written out explicitly.



(1.22)

(3) Qtaurtic ««

+
(4)

ther cn—iiitor» 1ж «q. (1.15) rMttlt i» t u a 0(05) «ad of

order». 7л «terlTtae •q».(1.21)-(1.24) m- Ытш widely wad

*• s^fy ?,„
ЯМ7 важ b* oMslaad by оом16«г1а£ tz»ea> «f th» predae*»
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operator) > F(e)" wfc«re »(S) «taade for arbitrary _4mctioa

of tho field G. As usual, m eboald aakt a shift of 3» by q .

It ia worth aetiae tb«t oeaputatioa of antipl* coaKtatora

а

but xatlutr lengtby «ad оишЬегшоке opozmtloo of purely

•rittartioal ebKrmet«r. fhf opomtioB вттт to Ъ« •aelly foznali-

SkU« for fUMlytioal е«цр«Ъ*г oalooZatieae. ZB Ai>p«Bdlx A we glv*

for co-pl.t^^B raeh oMMtoto» 4. to L ^ * E ^ [ ^ * t
«• *r* aidlo to «rlto out Hi» final answer for

3b« iafiait» lo«arltlm I * Mfc./** In front of Tt^Q ^
la aboorood, as wa* «zplalaed abovt, i a the charge reooraliaat-

loe.

bat m rotsza ao« to the detaxainaat О of th« 2Xlrac opera-

tor aad th* corraspowlliig efXoetiT» action:
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A» was explained ir sec. 1. , the deriYative (et/ahi.) А^цу is

expressed in ten» of (^М^^С^Ш^)^слС —
 а а Л

 *^
в

latter «as already found - and aa extra contribution coming £roa

interaction with the feradon magnetic ooaeat € G\ .Те write

out here once «ore the relerant expansion

U.26)

Hext terus of ezpaneion contain explicitly the fifth and higher

powers of G and will not be eonsiaered here.

It is worth noting that the most «aae&i^al part of the

work has been already done in the previous Section were w*

hare learned to handle ezpreseione of the type

?(G) being any function of the field 3. Therefore, if one
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maagea to place all (u(j/ encountered is eq,(1.2S) in the

rightaost position, the problem is reduced to (1.27). How can

4 ) "*o«e interchange ( V Q) and £CP-*4 ) "* ? Let vja she» this

considering successively term by term in aq,(1.26).

The sieplest one is the last term. It explictly contains G

to the fourth power and, therefore, one can neglect aon-connauta-

fcivity of operators $ aad G. Then

й
'

2 8 >

Xhe Body thing to be done now is taking the trace ever the Lorentz

indices of eight Y ял trices. The operation is trivial and we

quote the corresponding result without any comments:

*

In the next tern, ?~, which contains {уЧ/ to the third power

it is necessary to account for non-comnmtativity of j . Let

us rewrite ?, in the following identical form:

... J
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Here dot* refer to Ыф&г oomatatozs reeultlag in t « m

and of higjurr order*. It is worth acting taet raob ideatioal

arrangement of t«ne ensuring tae rightmost positloa for

caa be done la differeat *a>» «o «bat the explicit expression for

P
3
 m y be euperflciallj differeat from eq.(l,30).

Gomutatora are calculable with no difficulty, for laataace.

•to.

A* * result

a.»)

Xae last thiag to be dome is to fiad ?
2
 - Hue piece coa-

talaiag double lateraotioa witbt aa^tetlc nooeat,

-v

Siac J we already loaow how to ensure two extra powers of в ia

any exprerelon of the type Tft. (Ф
1
- *£)~** *F($) •»

irmaudiately write ou' the first term '£



ТА

V

За order to «rtr*ct «U eper«tore of order б 4 la the oeeoau tesa,

) f oae «oat aeoowt f«r «21 no—itator» up *•

teiac *b» fMOtdar* 4»*сПЪ^1 «Ъот» th« reednr will

««all? »»A ft» (•— лщwily A).

Ям» flaea xwsl i 1аеаяйт« «ня« otlwr», operstore centals-

oencciattt dedvatiVM, e««. ^ 9 . . . &<*) . flto» east ров*

-«I» It alaeys y < i % l e to reduce шхигЬ. exprecei

(•lth oawriaMt d e r l w t l w ) to «офгмсЮяв eoaetrttcted

tt»e field «troagth tensor 1«м1ХТ*' ЗЬв «шпикг Ut

AH lorxmteHHLaglet cnve^SafurUat gluon eperstora «f di-

aeaelta в аав € ere rodaeiUe *• operator* eoataJjOag чнЗу в'в

Ъу «Lrtae «f eqtftlafc «f aotiem MU tfce UncM ideetlty. Star

'*' ^©ЩШ1 &Шв&>'9ктМЯРШ&-Ф ТШШШш тВя& « U A B C H K L •ivflHtiLvQT

fc
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о

ihen deriving these formulae we have used the fact that

and omitted the terms which are full derivatives since they give

no contribution in the integral for ^rejr * B*
e
 number of terms in

?g to be rewritten in such a way in terms of G's is rather

large. *Te would not like to dwell on conceptually simple inter-

mediate steps and reproduce directly the answer

Let us assemble now together all pieces, P
2
. P3, ?< and

add -cTR^P-hi
1
) for scalar particles. Recall that the term

(1*26) differs from the result given in sec.1.2 by a factor of

4. This factor is due to the fact that the symbol Tft. in eq.

(1.26) includes also the trace over the LOrentz indices, and

How, the Heisenberg-Euler lagrangian A p ^ л / is recon-

structed by integration 4<^<£/=-4 5 %Ani"2(r»tx) • Ib« result

was quoted in sec.1.1.
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1.4»

She operator stethod of calculation ±Q «eternal fields ori-

ginally proposed by Sehwinger eaornously simplifies computations

as compared to the etandard technique of Реувиап integrals. Its

advantages in constructing the operator expansion are obvious to

everybody who deals with the sun rules and it is enjoying sow

wider and wider popularity is theoretical audience.

From other applications of the method let us sent ion the

wonderful work by *t Hoofti^who has found the fermion determi-

nant in the instonton field. In t-iis work it has been shown tor

the first tine how one сад introduce (basing on the notion of

external field) the Pauli-Villars regulators for the gauge field

with no violatin of gauge ijrrariance of the original non-abeli-

aa theory. later on it turned out possible to generalize the me-

thod in supersymmetric theories and construct explicitly super-

syaeetric Pauli-Villars regularisetiouL
19
] • Heedless to say

that althoufeu
 w e

 discuss here only one exemple, Л J*

for one heavy feraion, just the ease technique is applicable in

other problems, йау, we are interested In the two-point function

where V' i> the heary quark field.

First of ell we rewrite it identically as follows

:л о
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Then we expand la (&G) up to required order, take the trace

over the lorcntz indices and Integrate over d.*if» « As a

result w Ш that fl^ff-в) Jrf*̂ , (^йцО^.о ^ *
etc. are expressed in terae of traces of scalar operators of the

type

further jBtanipulatlona are already known.

CH&PTBR II. MBEBOD bVSED 01 ЗИВ POCK-SCHWUGER

2.1. The foc^c-Schwlager Gatuee

Correlation ftmctiorw of colourless source* are gauge Inva

riant. Any gauge condition iepoeed on the vacuum gluon field

(considered ae given) will eventually lead to oa» and the ваше

final answer. Hence the choice of the gauge ie
t
 first cf all,

the question of convenience. 3he gauge proposed in electrodyna-

mics by Pock and then, independently, by SchwlngerL'*^Jie as

follows

A *•

where А/л is the four-potential and x
Q
 is as arbitrary

point in the space playing the role of a gauge parameter. Shis

gauge was rediscovered several times in chroaodynanicsP°i, and

its -virtues were revealed in sttbeequent worlai*

let «к notice fro» the v«ry beginning that condition (2.1)

is invariant under the scale transformation and inversion of



coordinates, tat breaks the translation*! syaeetry. fl» latter

restores itself la gouge invariant quantities* 3n other words,

paraaeter z
o
 should cancel out Is all correlation functions ±n-

daeed by colourless sources. Shis fact - cancellation of x de-

pendence - nay serve as as additional check tut correctness of

calculations (see, e.e>L
21
J). we «ltell not exploit tois useful

property, bewerer, and shall put x
Q
 « 0 in ell following conside-

rations.

getting, as a reward, eoapact foraclae for quark and glvon pro-

paeatora.

She aoet important coneequeace fro» eq, (2.2) Is the follow-

ing: potential Ap* (JCJ
 i B

 escpressable directly in tens* of

the gluon field strength Censort-
20
].

i

= J (2.3)

She derivation Л this relation is quite straightforward. Start

identity

«ft»x«« tee to «4.(2.2) the first tern in the right-band side

4KfltiLabe*« Zbe second t e n con be, e-rLdently, rewritten as fol-

I lew»

Ъ /f^lff Щ" . (2.5)
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Combining eqs.(2.4),(2.5) we get

f Substitute now {d—oiOL . One immediately sees that the left-

e
 hand side of eq»(2.6) reduces to a full derivative (df/aol J

(dA^it^^/J . Integrating over O(. from 0 to 1 we arrive at eq.

• (2.3).

Por our purposes - and we are interetated here in the ex-

pansion in local operators <L(0) - it is such nore convenient to

deal with another representation for Пм. (XJ whxch steae

L
22
]fro«eq.:2.3>:

where D аЭ usual denotes the oovariant derivative. Eq.(2.7)

shows that A * (<*/ is expressed directly in terms of the field

strength tensor at the origin and its covariant

Let us outline the proof of eq. (2.7). Zhe key point is the

following observation:

(2.8)

X— О

or, In other words, the ordinary derivatives at the origin ne

be substituted by covariant derivatives.

Indeed, т»1"*
<
''е four-potential in eq.(2.2) we notice

that for any x
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t

(2.9)

and hence

==• О
 f

(2.10)

low one sees that

etc. Turther details ere given in те!.1.}*Ь«те the proof ie

bae«d an the aethod of aatheastical induction.

In order to obtain eq.(2.7) we expand Qi^X) in eq.

(2.3) in4x, apply eq. (2.8) end integrate over oi ,

4uite «aalogotie repreaentation is valid for the feroion

... (2.П)

It ia worth ea^phaaxzing emce аюге that fixpfinsions <2.7),

(2.11) costaia anljr e*uge covenant quantities. Just this fact

«juure* adTBaitagee of the giren computational achese over others.
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о 2

Correlatiott functions of currents are deteralned by quark

and glum propagators, however, unlike tb« ordinary ?еушаа diag-

raae, these propagators describe propagation la external gluoa

(querk^fl*lds. Cancentrete at fii-at <ai the g3uon fields leariag

«aide for a while effects of ^uark cendeusate.

bet the quark be emitted at the poiat 7 and aimihilated at

the point x. Propagator

a

satisfies t̂ te atandard equation

Леге A^J*/ ie «x» wcu» field (2.7), А* "х^А*

If the ±ield >^*(^) is «aall 1л coaparison. with characteris-

tic distances {z,- *f) — and we always work oily la these con-

ditions - then S(x,y) is representable la the fora of the stan-

dard series:

•с

T (VL"where T (VL"^) is the free qnarlt pcropejatex.

fhe а м ш Ш е of this ezpaasios is quite transparent» She

«kitted «t the ро!лt у ar ̂annihilated at the point x scatter*
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0,1,2,... times off the vacuum field (2.7).

It would be in order acre to drew the reader*s attention to

a subtlety. She propagator (2.14) is translationsЦу поп-1птвг1-

aat due to tiro reasons. JPiret of all, the fiel* ./Ты. depends on

coordinate. In . sense this dependence ia fictitious since the

TBCUUB field, after averaging, is clearly inreriant under trans-

lations, the true source of the symmetry breaking is the gauge

condition (2.2) according to which the origin plays a special

role. When «ae works with gauge-dependent quantities one shoulc.

be careful eiace» for .-Instance, 3(x,y) and S(x-y,0) are generally

speaking absolutely different functions. After fixing the refe-

rence frame one should consistently perform all computations just

in this frame. Only in final results for n-point functions of co-

lourless currents we return to original situation - the answer is

one and the same for any choice of the reference frame.

We will not dwell any more on general relations, although

one could go rather far along these lines (Chapter I). Instead,

we turn to particular examples and consider all cases one may

encounter with in applications. Recall that for light quarks

(u,v-,e) the mass is a small parameter, W - « y * » ( JJU

stands for characteristic hadronlc scale). Starting In the ze-

ro th approximation from maselese quarks, we .then, account for

corrections proportional to m perturbstively. On the contrary,

for c,b and t quarks W . >^ U- , which also results in

simplifications, two different limiting cases, »1»

щаЛ Pi» >Ъ Д, ore treated separately.

2.3.

If the quark mass яи Is sufficiently large the correspond-
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lac quark тшЛ«и—,t« i s mot as iadepcsjeat parasjeter, sad the

problem completely redaees to • avfcis* in mUraml gloom field.

Апши that •• ex* interested i s the t»o-pedtat flection of

tor currents ^^tM/ 3*Сч)У

The ештея* i* defined i s cupb • vsy th»t i t eentkia» a» de-

s - an iaportast fact allowiB^ « e to efaooae free Ше •

TfgUmia$ the origls» sey, *t the pel** у , ТЫж reference

fpane « i l l be oalleu below etandard.

(2.16)

In thia Chapter the «ynbol T̂ft aeons the trace operation

witb respect to .borents end

As is well knows, if Л». "Ф- О it is auch aore

to work in the aoaentum space* Since S(x,P) depends on a

variable, x „ one can perform the following Kaurier traneforaat-

loa- . . • •

eaid in term of these functions
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(2.18)

(зее fig.3). lotice that f>(f>) and tS//>) » generally speak-

ing, do not coincide. It it were not for this subtlety, the exp-

ression would be superficially just the заве as for the loop of

free quarks.

The general expansion (2.14) after Fourier transformation

turns into the following graphic eeries

,

4

к \
where Аи.(*) is tho Pourier transform of the vacuum field.

E»ch вкив 11ле ie acoeapanitd by integration. Зхпсе ^ ^

duc«* to deriratiree of the delta function the Integratiop is



ь

17

performed trivially. Actually, it X» equivalent te differaBtlat-

lea of all propagator* preceding the give» Yartex (la the case of

5 (p) ) or following it (is fill* oas* of $((>) ).

Те deaonetxate la detail bow the procedure «огкв wm «ill eal-

схйлч; following vt,lf
c
j
t
 the a correction la th# two-^olst

funetion (2,18)» Operator 0
2
, «ridAXtly, can appocr only ±» to*

where the external field 4 (k) la iaaerted twice (fig.4>.

Moreover, it la sufficient to keep only the firet term of expan*

eioB for kit).

tblag the fact that

• C2.21)

6°
and taking the colour trace we jet

ь
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where we hare aocounted for the fact that two diagrane of fig. 4b

give equal contributions.

Due to current conservation the two-point function (2.18)

is transversal,

and, therefore, with so lo&s of infonnatie» one can contract in-

dices 1Л and ^ which results in further slig>lifications:

As a result, the problem is reduced to the simplest

integrals, ffaeir coa^utation ie performed by standard oethods

yields

>

,У
i

(2.24)

• the expression used i-.Win «aalysis of ch

It is evident tb»t the al«Drittsi described aber* is easily

geeerallced on сДоов operators of higher diaensios. Thus, 1»

recent works L
1 6
»

2 1
] coefficients in frost of G

3
 and G* in the

two-point function (2*18) hare bees found by this technique.
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Cer .»inly, the procedure is not lees effer tire for other two-

pbint functions* For instance, the G correction In the correlat

ion function of pseudoscalar currents QbfcQ is as follows

n{et)\
J

Ыз>а
1

<2.25>

1 а* Ш \la-i ~ a*-
She careful reader, probably, hae noticed that one of the

•iarplifying device» ie non-uniTereal. We bear In «ind the choice

of tbe ori^lxi coinciding with coordinate of one of the currents.

If the current eemtsis» deriratires, suy, Q&u fa? Q *
 i-t

is ±цю801ЪХ« to put x or у «qttftl to zero fros the /ery be»

Sinning since the quark loop (in external field) I» deternined .

now by deriYatires of ta# type ^Э/РХ^) 0 (

tiation. Xhls causes no difficulties, thougfi* Instead of eq*

(2»14)« we have now

4*. o

and title la»t ea^ressloa «lrsady permits y*0. Moreover,

traasferstttien ef eq,(2,26) i s well-defined,
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ell further nanlpuletloas £0 Along the line* sketched above.

Analysta of three-point iunciioi-e would require additional,

although rather trivial, modification of the algorithm. Even un-

der the standard choice of the reference freuta (fig. 5) 1л оке of

the propagator* both coordinates are different from zero. We

leave the problem of transition to the aoaeniiiE space la this

case to the render as a simple exercise. lae answer is illustra-

ted la fie»6» bet мм especially call the reader*s attention to

the faot tint momentum к
г
 penetrated on the "foreign" line *

the line corresponding to the first propagator, which петег

happens in two-point functions шЛаг the standard choice of the

reference frame (i.e. y*0)«

Coneltiding this section let us Ktke one «ore renarfc eoncer-

ninf the d?p'*ndenee on the quuric aaes* Terylfiff tbi* paraaeter -

passing froa heavy quarks to light ones - we eventually find

ourselves in the domia 1*1 «M. where soae diagrasu Ъеооае

infrared - unstable even if all external awenta are euelidean

and larce» Consider, for iastanoe, tbe graphs depicted in fig.

4bj the corresponding contribution to Л/уь is given in

eq,(2.23)« At first sight it 1c paoportional t* 9? . (he о ш

easily oowinoe oneself
t
 hewev»r

t
 that at 6 » t H ohax-aete-

ristic virtual Booente im irte^ral (2.23) p
2
*-» »

2
 fad not

P
2 < v

 Ч
2
 ! }» the integnl is of order l/«

2
 , sad the



turns out to be of order я
0
 - the situation not dangerous for

' * 2 2-

heavy quarks since p* -ч/Jvi >> M. is the domain where calculate
x &

ions are reliable. Qa the contrary, for light quarks, .*» <<M ,

the result obtained in this way, evidently, has nothing to do

with the correct cue. Indeed, when deriving eq.(2.23> we have

assumed that the interval between consequent scatteringsoff the

vacuum field is small, and in between the scatterings the quarks

move as if they ere free. If о ~¥>\ £fi- К both assumptions

become wrong. Propagation of the soft quark in these conditions

is determined entirely oy confinement dynamics. The graphs of

the type of fig.4b are absolutely senseless, and, instead of

them, we draw the diagram of fig.l where the crosses mark soft

lines. She corresponding effect is parametrized as ^u.U.">

or < dd> .

Actually, the diagrams of fig.4b represent an attempt to

calculate quark condensate in term." of \($ J> , an attempt

doomed to failure in the case at hand since ^M U L ^ and (^d.<k^>

certainly do not reduce to a few rescptterings of a massless

free quark. She following fact nicely demonstrates how f .r this

K3del is from reality. According to eq.(2.23) the diagrams 4b

give non-vanishing contribution to П ы ^ (j\i ^
 t b e

 liait

l̂ t-d 0 , Qn the other hand, in terms of quark condensate the

corresponding contribution is equal to Ь**/ С& Y^/(&*• (fig.

1)» It tends to zero with Yr\-}0 provided that the vacuum

expectation value ч . ^ ^ ^ is non-singular in the chiral limit

(and we known that this is indeed the case). .

Thus, passing from heavy quarks to light ones it is im-

possible to mechanically put m=0 in expressions for n-point

functions. 3uch a procedure will generally speaking give a
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wrong anewer for caefficienta in front of tha gluon operator»,

the defect can *a eliminated by aeporattng e pise* associated

vita large distance* and reparametrising It 1л term* of quark

operators.

fhia require* a few additional «teps, actually quite ouper-

fluoue, if one uaaa th* virtuaa of the Ysek-Schwlager gauge tn

fall measure. She
 J
- jchnique adequate tor maalaaa quarto, auto*

•atieallj yielding the cexreet operates «xpaneiox, la described

below,

2.4* Masslesa Quarks. Gluon Operators

For W £<. Lt , whan the quark m a s can be treated pertur-

botively» the aoet econoaic procbdure is as follows» first of

all» practically up to the very last atep there la no need la

transition to the noaentu» apace alace the free quark propagator

in the x representation looks jnst aa alnple aa in tha p repreaen-

tatian,

Xhia almple obaervntion essentially lowers the number of inter-

mediate integrotiona. Иогеотег, there exists a coepact exprea-

sion for quark propagator in external field whlch
#
being once

found, M9tTfe in all further confutation*.

So begin with we consider a problem «oat ieportant in the

practlpal respect - the G correction - and ahull return to

discusaio» of other operators somewhat later.

The starting point is expansion (2.14) for- quark propaga-

tor, fhe terms containing A , A* etc. will,, evidently, give
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operator* of higher dimension, 6 and higher. Therefore, concent-

rate on the first two non-tririal terms.
л a.

11 we ere interested only in the operator \ty,i (fy,j then
external field (2.7) can be taken in the fox»

2then iteration of thia expression will glTe G . One can easily

convince oneself that glucm operators with deriretiree in eq.

(2.7) cannot induce operator (J^v (^4 in the correlation

function of colourless currents.

Araed with this inform tion we write

where the first integral is trivially calculable and generate»

G
2
 in products of the type $(

x
if)$(]f,

x
'J • *a« ••cond in-

tegral contains G Л о т the rery beginaing asd «ssentially sinp-

lifies after extracting the piece singlet with respect to bo-

rents and colour Indices (following eq.(2.21)). Just the singlet

part deteraiues corrections proportional to

It is easy to check that
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(2.31)

+ operator* of higher dimension

where

lotioe that uaadr the standard choice of the origin, y«0,

the expressloa in braces vanishes at all. Therefore, la two-

pol£t ftmetloas induced by ourrents wita no derivt.tiTes *' the
2

0 correction is determined entirely by the first two terse la

Рог Instance
t
 computation tor the rector eurreat of mass-

less quarlca, Ju^^Yf
4
^ * proceeds as follows. We a tart from

the general expression (2.16) aad substitute eq.(2.31) for the

quark propagator. Then «re obtain

She expression la braces ia eq.(2.31) is essential and can-

aot bo omitted if cms coasiders three-point functions provided

that the ourreats contain derivatives.
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КГ'

where we hare used also eq.(2.21). Ha Ting checked that the result

(2.32) is transversal , as it should be we contract indices >U.

and •$ and go to the •oaentum space (the formulae collected in Ap-

pendix 2 will help as). Finally,

which exactly coincides with the answer obtained first in

She whole computation takes no more than 10 minutes.

It is worth considering one more pedagogical example, only

indirectly connected with the subject of the present review . -

the triangle anomaly in divergence of the ax^ax current. Here

the advantages of the proposed computational scheme are demonst-

rated from another point of view. If we regularize the axial

current, following Schwinger, by virtue of с splitting, then
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where the third term has merged from dlfferen viation of the ex-

ponentisl and, a» u m l , >у<
5
|А Ли •

Shis first step 1* яоге or less standard. (Notice, however,

that we have used expansion (2.7) having substituted Л^СЧ>) =

^ ^ e ' S P ^
0
) )• fb« further deriratioB la essentially shorte-

ned as coapared to the яогш! route Ъу use of expansion (2.31)

for quark pro^fator la the Took-Sobriagtr gauee. Only the second

term of the expansion is operative. Jaeely,

j "

Of course, we have just rederived the well-known result but the

whole business is the natter of a few minutes.

Shis short excursion seems to be sufficient for teaching

the reader how he/she can calculate (r corrections in any cor-

relation functions.

lor currents with derivatives or in three-point Green func-

tions, generally speaking» all four terms quoted in e$.(2.31)

are operative. The procedure stays as simple and algorithmic as
4
 v was explained above; true, the number of elementary arithme-

tical operations somewhat increases.

There is no difficulty in extending the result to Include

gluon operators of higher dimension. Leaving aside all details

we give here the complete expression for quark propagator (in

p space) up to term 0[f>~
S
) inclusively M s
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I

It if M « w i tbat all operator» are taken at the origin, Гот

coefficient of gluon operator of (noraal) distension d

is proportional to (f)" • In closed loops only sereral

first terns of expansion (2.34) are meaningful ~ naaely, these

which do not lead to infrared divergences under integration

отег p . If the integrals отег p are saturated Hi the aomen-
2 2 •

turn domain p ** q -where q is a large external moment then the

expansion in terns of gluon operators is legitimate. Passing to

operators of higher distension we, sooner or later, encounter

with an integral with a power singnlarity at p
2
-0. the corres-

ponding quark line becomes soft and anst he parametrised 1»

terms of quark operator». Ш this ease we refuse to integrate

over p and say that the quark line i& "cut" Cfig.1 and» in

detail* S*c.2.5).



At what particular step ot the expansion (2.34) does the

infrared instability emerge? this depends on the fora of the ver-

tices. If there are no derivatives In the vertices the power in»

frared divergence appears for operators of dimension 6. Deriva-

tives in the vertices shift the boundary towards higher dines-

sions. fhe general rule is universal - coefficients in the ope-

rator expansion are always determined by short distances. If the

calculation becomes sensitive to large distances, this means

that, instead of the coefficient, we are "calculating" the gluon

matrix element of some operator missed at the previous step - the

action contradicting our original intensions. Actually, a mis-

take. We should return back by a step and include the missed

operator in the analysis.

And what if the divergence is logarithmic? In this case one

should not hurry throwing away the result as irrelevant. The in-
X / 2

frared logarithm does not mean a mistake. Log of Я //< in

the coefficient of the gluon operator simply signals that there

is another (quark or gluon) operator of the same dimension pre-

sent in the expansion, and the conventional logarithmic miyi^g

between them takes place» Clearly, it must be accounted for.An

example of such a situation is presented in fig.7.

Concluding this Section we quote for the sake of reference

the expression for gluon propagator*-?J up to terms O(q ):

4 f <V •* f
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J*b-
*.* Y •

 r

where we use the following matrix notation

(2.36)

Let us draw the reader's attention to one curious fact. In

the quark propagator (2.34) it ie impossible to separate the

atrucutre singlet with respect to Lorentz and cclour indices,

4^,* fyu* . Strictly speaking, this structure crn bs separa-

ted with zero coefficient as it is seen from sq.(2.31) with

y«O» At the same tine, in gluon propagator it is explicitly pre-

sent (see the last tera in eq.(2.35)» Hot accidentally. Analyti-

cal properties of the propagators are such that S(x,O) does not

admit singularities of the type &7 ЭС& while дм
м
(х, О)

does admit it (here the bar denotes the Lorentz and colour ave-

raging). Cue can easily prove the latter assertion following

the line of reasoning of ref. Ы ч . In this work a related prob-
• . • • .

lem was discussed: analytical properties of quark two-point

functions in self -dual fields.

2.5. Quark Operators

Effects due to quark condensate are essential alnost in

;•: LI applications. They play the dominant role, for instance»

in the sum rules for D nesons, 0 aesoxu» and, especially, bo-
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ryons. As a rule, calculation of the corresponding coefficients

is much simpler technically than for gluon operators. Almost al-

ways, after drawing the relevant graph, we isnediately read off

th«? answer. Still, even here there exist some useful devices

which will be demonstrated below in a few examples.

Аз in other training exercises consider the correlation func-

tion (2.16) of vector currents, !и.~г ju r , where т is

tha гаазз1еэз quark field. Let one of the quark line be soft.

h'jn
f
cutting it (fig.7), we getT

(2.37)

where the cut lines are represented by the Heisenberg operators

For large <j , to the leading order in q"
1
, the field ̂(x.)

can be substituted by T(0J . Accounting for the fact that

ч! ? i (°) ̂ j & С»» = ^ j { ^ я
 w e

 arrive at the

following expression

2.38)

which vanishes if the quark mass is neglected. The zero result

in the chiral limit is obvious beforehand since the structure ft (,

is ciiirally non-invariant and appears in the correlation func-

tion (2.37) only being multiplied by the quark mass m. Thus,

at least thi3 general property is fulfilled and there Is no

error. 'j



cMpl»t« ••tlsfactios fro» tn« internal selfcoaeis-

t t«acy v« Mt pot th» probl*» ef drterrtsag tlw coefficient in

% frost ct fllTT . ftnr thie problm the epproxirati д

euffici«ttt, end i t la necessary

«• «ceMnt for tb* next t«m «f Mpewion in (2.9)

the* #̂ e» ^ 1 Ш

It t* в* вдарзт!*» the* X#2y 1r/0J induce» e new

that

*W*)
«• vtdoe* t h i * «gets» team t »
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ТЬхв result «as exploited папу tint in ref ,L i.

One йоге example referring to the operator of dimension 6,

appearing in eq.(2.l6) already ±n the chiral limit. Correction to

n^tM (ft) associated with this operator is o/ order q~ • She

corresponding diagram is depicted in fig.7b. Xhe consistent pro-

cedure requires, generally speaking, expanding %[%-) up to

terms O(x^), so that in П/tu КЛ)
 w e

 deal with three differ*

ent structures^

where it is taken into account that both terae in (3*37) give

one and the same contribution, and th« subscript (O
v
2

f
3) «nrke

the dimension of gluon operator la S(x,O) (for instance^

is the fre-i quark propneator, $
U
)=

Averaging over the vaouun «tate - and this Is tquiv&le&t

tr separation of Lorenta-singlet optratora - we convinct our-

selves that the second and th« third terse in (2.41) are inde-

pendent of x at all. Hence 'heir Fourier transformation is

proportional to v /<3 )
 t

 a n
^
 o n s C a n

 fc~"get about these

pieces. We are left with the first term,



end will aotr egain taste of the fruits of the work done before-

hand. We bear in mind expansion (2.34) for S(q) which implies

The. factor (-2) reflects the convolution of V matrices, У
м
6-)Ул,

Гл ± ± \ *r * *
the factor (,'**"v'"Y'

 i s a r e n n a a
*
 o5f

 *bree structures of

dimension 3 which ars averaged with respect to Lorentz indices

in different ways.

2сб« Correlation Punctiona of Qluon Currents

We proceed in the same vein as with nasslees quarks. There

is some subtlety, though, due to the fact that the four-potent-

tial A M . plays a two-f jld role,

[AM Jei(twhere [Пи /exZ is the vacuum field while &** describes

deviations from the vacuum field. In other words, &Jt? is a

quantum fluctuation;' gluon propagator in external field is de-

fined in the following way:
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The fock-Schwlnger gang* condition (2.2) ie nonlocal is the

aonentue space, and one should work тегу hardly la order to '.Trite

Green function « # M V satisfying this condition* Even ha-rlng

overcoae all difficulties оде would certainly get an expression

useless frost the practical point, of Tie?;. ЯЫгетег, there is аЬзо-

lutely no need is this work. Indeed, lot us asetme that the Pock-

Sehwin^er condition '• imposed on external field

=•0 . (2.45)

Substituting eq,(2.43) into standard QCD lagrangian we get

• (2.46)

This lagrongian describee dyaanies of field £?t* in the back-

ground field (AM.)CY€ and still possesses gauge freedom4 nane-

ly it is invariant under the transforaations

with arbitrary unitary matrix U(x). It is evident that the

first of these trcnsforsntions does &ot rtolato condition

(2.45) * Xjilfafer/ext automatically Tentehea provided

lo extract the asxiaal profit fro» this gnuge freedo» we
r-:;
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fix flu «sue» of С^л as follows, *e add fc» legrangie» (2,46}

the tera

and, certainly, the ghosts according to standard rules, Shie is

the so called background gauge extensively exploited by De «it*

l?*J
f
 *t Hooftt^J and In «any recent vorks, both purely theore-

tical aad of sere pr«|9Batlc character L
2 5
 j[Glwm propegator,

eq.(2.35)
>
i* tfrrm just la this e&oee*

fhs exercise we ooaoeeatrate oa la this Section is the cal-

of tiie (r correctioa in the two-polst Amctlon of eesler

ourrents»

-y /* **

(2.48)

She coefficient of в
3
 to the leading in 4 ^ aptproziaatioa is

detendMed by the Bora graphs of fig»tfe« Che еаше diagraas in

a symbolical fora are depicted is. fig«eb; the external n e i w

field i* not shown hiean but it is lisplicd that the gltaoa trans-

ferring tile large aosjentuu q ptropagvites la а Ъвеквгош4 field.

She next st«p is rewriting current (2.47) la terps of the.

„baokgnnmd and quantt» fields; as it is seen froe flg*8b it is
• • • • " • • ' • . ' • • л - ' . - ' • •

sufficient to keep only lUaear is Д«- terae,

<$ C2.49)

O(G^) terse arise In the currant correlation function

~som two sources: from expansion of (fm>tf
x
)
 anil

 froa

correction to the gluon propagator:
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where subscripts (0,2) refer to dimension of gLnon operators

and subscript (ejct) is omitted,. Ztt partlenlsr» (o) auip» the free

propagator =
 * %^'V **

Cue can eaeiiy oonrteco oneself that after «eparatlag Loretu-

slnglet etructure the first term la eq.(2.50) vanishes. Тая ее-

cond tex% in turn, reduces to

where, as in eq.(2.35), we set the mtrlac motatlon A^'J

and account for the fact that A « (O) •*• 9 .

Tfefortutanetly, it is impossible to siaply substitute -;

propa«ator (2*35) ia eq.(2.51) since ezpaaaiom (2»35) refers
 ;

::

actmlly to «ZLj fX
(
 Oj , At first» w« anst write Д^^ /Ч^У II
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differentiate over у esd only then put y*O. In gluon propagator

we are interested only in terms proportional to G since eq.(2.51)

already contains G explicitly. To this order modifications

which are needed in (2.35) are trivial,

\ Л » •&, (*# - J * *

She reader will easily derive this formula himself (herself)

starting fro» Isgrsngian (2.46).

Combining eqs.(2,52) and (2.51) we obtain

i

v
(2.53)

+ other operators.

We have don* above a series of exercises in operator expan-

sion. Ihe coefficients of several operators have beea found* The

material is organised in such a way that the main emphasis is

put on routine computations. Perforating them from the very be-

ginning up to the very end we do not try to hide the theoretical

"kitchen". On the other hand, we do not seek to carry the prob-

lems through, up to physical applications and concentrate on

purely computational aspects, i.e. those aspects which are pre-

sented ia original papers only by a few lines (if at all).

fhe reasons which compelled us to deviate from the settled

tradition reading "the way of deriving formulae is a question

Of no importance" is as follows. First of all, it is impossible

to find technical details elsewhere. At best, there are short
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its explaining the points with peculiarities, deviations

from the "standard*. Here we clarify the standard itself, demon-»

strate the consistent procedure which proves to be extremely

effective in all known oases.

Experience shows that the reader woo has not got used to

the lunguage of operator expansion usually encounters with some

difficulties in attempts to obtain this or that coefficient*

although* in principle, no additional knowledge is needed except

for the Peyanaa diagraa technique. True, the diegraae look some»

what unusually - soae lines are cut and "inserted
11
 in^racuua •»

and this fact seeas to discourage. Certainly, not for a lorg

tine. As a rule one quickly succeeds in adapting the Feynasn

diagraaear. Unfortunately, this language is not the nost economic

one in the case at hand, the Schwinger approach, such nere conve-

nient in this range of problees, is such less known und, there-

fore, the main Ala which we pursued in this review is pedagogi-

cal. In correspondence with this are the most typical examples

chosen above, and they are supplied with rathe? lengthy expla-

nations. •

Appendix A

In this Appendix the results for a few successive cosaut-

ators «re collected for the sake of reference:

-в *•
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* it

In the following two coaoutators we o«it teraa containing the

field operators of diaeaaion bigher than 6:

tftf'tfi
Let us gire also one more set of comutators

• ^ s-<j
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Appendix В

In this Appendix we present the expression for the effective

In the ixstsnton background field

Q
 stands for the ins tan ton center* Л is its size and

зге the «t Hooft sj^bolst J. dtrai^itforward calcu-

latior-з lead to the following expressions for invariants ot the

1
-V//f /.;

v/here integration over Я jC is included la 'K , As a re-

sult, the effective lagranglan turns out to be



d(P)where d(P) is the density of instantons with else

Appendix С

The Borel Transformation

Physically obserred quantities are connected with n-point

fumctioua in euclidean domin by dispersion relations. After

the Borel transformation the latter eonrert into the sum rules

with exponential weight whioh much more effectively fix parame-

ters of low-lying resonances. Here we give some useful definit-

ions on<l relations.

Consider en arbitrary function ф(Х) . The Borel trans-

formation of *4-{ЭС J looks as follows:

where the integration contour гаая to the right of all singula-

rities of +-(*) *
 № e

 inver&e transfometion is

She meaning of the procedure is aixpl: If j{*-) i» given in
0
 the for» of a s

e
riea in x («ву Ъе, aeyagrtotic one},

then the corresponding expansion for
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contains coefficients factorially suppressed with respect to (C.3).

Convergence of the series improves. In order to emphasize the

feet we often refer to the procedure as to the Borel improvement.

The general definition (C.I) - the integral transformtion

in the complex plane - is rather inconvenient /hen one deals \.ith

s-poini functions known in the fcrm of (asyrptotic) expansion in

Q~
2
 . in ref.L Jan equivalent differential operator «as intro-

A.

duced. Жоп we denote it by symbol В. ?эг analytical functions
• л

with norna.1 dispersion representation В looks as follows

(0.4)

where we hare taken a two-point funotios Г? ( Q / as a

le« In principle, the definition can be generalized to include

n-pcint functions (зее£ j).

If Л I Q ) possessc J nomal analytical properties

UtQ / = jf ] с ..Л
 +

 PoeatM» subtraction»

then functions f\(H
%
)^bil[o}) and

-[ Q
1
^- */4& ) 01$ )) are connected with each other by

the Borel transformation (C.I) and -variable l/Q
2
 plays the role

Й
It is ins true tare to giTe here a tcble ox' examples showing

the action of operator В on different ''unctions encountered

with in practice. These examples make explicit the factorial

suppression of series in 1/u .
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It is easy to cheek that

er) ~ (k-i)! ("v

Moreover, for positive integer 1c

One aore transformation figuring in the в van rules refers to ex-

pressions ot the type (Q*") ^MQ , Applying (C.4) we get

A logarithmic Q dependence soaetiaee appears due to enoua

loue dimensions of operators, агЛ then the coefficients in the

operator ejcponsion are typically as follows

«here £ , generally speaking, is a non-integer nuaber. What is

the Borel transform of (C.7)? 9o the leading order in

one can easily answer this question if one uses tb.e following

auxiliary relation:

Applying operator В and using (C.8) we get

h•h
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As a rule there is no need in better accuracy In applications

since the coefficients of operator expansion are usually calcu-

lated to the leading order ir <^$ . 2he exact 3o*-el transform

of (B.7) Is fcnovm in the literature, though (aee(?
5
J).

The authors of several works ™
f
-**|deal with hadrons cen-

tring heavy quarks. It turned out that the original sum rules

L Jhave a parallel in nonrelativiatic limit. In particular, the

non~relativiatic analogue of the operator (C.4J is

(B )„,

v/here S is the p.jrgv measured from the threshold* The physical

meaning of the Borel transformation here la even more tranr.pa-

rant than witLin the relativiatic approach. Proceeding from Б

to £ we разя, in essence, from Green function at a given ener-

gy to the time Green function (or, which is the same, the evolut-

ion operator) and ("£/&) playa the role cf time P°» *^J ,

Appendix a

ghe Pourier Transformation

Here we give a collection of ionnuloe allowing one to pro-

ceed quickly from the coordinate to momentum space in the cor-

relation function of currents.

Throughout the review we adopt the following stanfiard defi-

nition of the Fourier transformation
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• (c.i)

The most frequently encountered tran-formctaonB are well-known:

F*'
O.2)

7* oV
z
 3? .

In analysing the SUB rules ws deal with store general functions

wbere TV axe integer numbers^ W » 7
 #

 Integrals ot this

type ere dirergent in the ultraviolet domain and have the struo-

ture (^ftV^A^V + V ^ «аегеТн-д, i
B
 a

polynomial of power n-2. The coefficients of this polynoaial

are ill-defined (infinite). However, the constant in front of

the logarithnic term is finite and fixed unaadDiguously. She

presence of the divergent polynomial never affects analysis of

the eua rulee* It has no singularities in p and disappears

after borelization (see Appendix C). la all ̂subsequent fonmlae

we «rite out only logarithm and consietently suppress subtract-

ion polynomials.

Integral (D.3) can be done by virtue of analytic continuat-

ion in dlmeneiooality of space -this s»thod is most eeonoed.e.

Start froa
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where we hay* proceeded to the euelideea space. Integrating over

angles yield*

If D -» 4 thie ezpraesioa is singular - it has a pole - the cor-

reapondlBg residue, howeTer,, is proportional to (j»*" j .As

«аз already noted, any polynonia? is p is iaessential and can

be omitted. The non-singular part of eq.(D.4) evidently contains

&rh. p . Separating tho noneingola? pert and retumlas to

the Minlrowski apace we hare

Xhis ezpreeslen generates a series of ether useful relations,

for instance '
 л
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lere T И are auxiliary vectors,

г encounter with transformation (£•£) in the problem of mesons

Lth spin n . Its derivation is given in ref. t J,

The key observation on which the derivation is based is the

ollowing

•hile integral

Ls already Imown.
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гт current

quark

fig. 1• fwo-quark operator in tae expanaior of the correlation

ftuxtion

induced by vector quark currents.

/ Л-Л

?ig. 8. Graphie representation for the derivative of the effective

action (one-loop approximation).
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quark In the

«eternal fluid

5. Correlation function of quark currents in the external

field,

+ * f J

. 4* <*
г
 correction lu the correlation function of quark

currents (heavy quark»).
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9
* Three-point function 1д the external field. The standard

choice of the reference fraoe.

Ш

*

\\

Tig. 6. One of tbe graphs detereinii* G* correction to three-^int

fuaetioa.
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та!-

Operator (1») я

Coefficient О ̂  q"4 e S

U)
в*//*8

) a

Operator
Coefficient С ~ q

(to)

" 4 g 1

fig. 7. Operators <»G)
a
 and ^ / ^ ) ^ in the correlatioa function

of vector currente, Diagraa a gives an infrared logaritha

reflecting mixing of the operators.

/ I
/ 1
1 \

\
t
1

i T T
i ! I-
* * *

(ъ)

Fig. 8. Operator G in the two-point function of gluon currents*

Crosses stark soft.lines annihilated oj the vacuue (a) {

b - syabolic picture of tne saae 4t«o-point function i s

the external field, ttluon propagator If* mm mm) «ad

vertices ( @ ) are taken in tne external field.
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